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Abstract: In this paper we report the study of a new wide binary according the common parallax and proper motion located at 37 pc and separated by 183 arcsec (data from Gaia-DR2). The
system is composed of two stars of 11.5 and 15.9 V-band magnitudes with K8V and M4V spectral types. Despite the wide separation, this system has non-negligible probability of being a
comoving binary system. Our dynamical study showed that is a stellar system in process of dissolution. We suggest that this pair be included in the WDS catalog with the name AZC189.

1. Introduction
Wide binaries are important tracers of many processes of star formation, early dynamical evolution
(Allen and Monroy-Rodríguez 2014) and galactic shaping (Oh et al. 2017). It may be assumed that wide fragile binaries (by definition with semi-major axis > 100
AU) have evolved independently and therefore they are
unaffected by some processes such as mass exchange or
tidal coupling that complicate the evolution of close
pairs. It may also be considered that members of such
binaries are coeval (Zhao et al. 2012).
Coeval stars are born together and have the same
metallicity and kinematics. Even if these systems don't
orbit around a common center of mass, they should be
consider as 'co-moving' binaries because they really
form an independent entity by themselves (Benavides et
al. 2010). Co-moving pairs with separations smaller
than 1 pc are wide binaries (or multiples) that are either
weakly gravitationally bound or slowly separating, but
at separations larger than 1 pc, they are likely members
of (potentially dissolving) moving groups, associations,
and star clusters or disrupted wide binaries (Oh et al.
2017).
The orbital properties of the wide binaries are unaltered after their formation, unless perturbed by the galactic tidal field or the interaction with masses encountered during their lifetimes, as they travel in the galactic
environment. The widest binaries are quite fragile and
easily disrupted by encounters with various influences,

be they passing stars, molecular clouds, spiral arms,
MACHOs (massive compact halo objects) or the galactic tidal field (Allen & Monroy-Rodríguez 2014). The
study of wide binaries can be used as probes to establish the nature of the astronomical objects they interact
with as well as their own formation and evolution.
In this work is presented a new wide binary candidate, so far not listed in the Washington Double Star
Catalog (WDS), because of its common parallax and
kinematic and its large projected separation about 6800
AU. We also report the estimation of the spectral type
and masses of the components, other astrophysical
properties and the study of the nature of the system.

2. Discovery
The pair discussed in this paper was discovered by
filtering a high parallax catalogue obtained from Gaia
DR2. Its existence was confirmed visually using Aladin
Sky Atlas (Bonnarel et al. 2000) as it is shown in Figure 1. The designations and J2000 precise coordinates
for both components are:
•
Gaia DR2 47322641158530560 (AR = 04 18
47.54 DEC = +17 32 17.1)
•
Gaia DR2 47322297561027712 (AR = 04 18
35.99 DEC = +17 30 58.1)
Parallax and proper motions from Gaia DR2 are
shown in Table 1. The common parallax in addition to
the high common proper motions and the relative astrometry (rho = 183.14" and theta = 244.4 deg) suggest
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Figure 1. The pair was identified visually using Aladin Sky Atlas.

a wide common proper motion pair. A common value
of radial velocity would support even more this assessment, but unfortunately radial velocity from Gaia DR2
is only available for A component (28.80 ± 0.55 km/s)

3. Methodology
The procedure used to study this pair was as follows:
•
Astrophysical data collection from diverse
sources
•
Estimation of spectral type and confirmation of
dwarf nature of both components
•
Estimation of masses and other astrophysical
parameters
•
Determination of relative astrometry and calculation of the relative proper motion
•
Estimation of the projected separation and the
expected semimajor axis
•
Estimation of metallicity

4. Results
4.1. Collecting data from astronomical literature
Aladin Sky Atlas and Vizier, the astronomical catalogue service of the Centre de Données Astronomiques
de Strasbourg (Ochsenbein et al, 2000), were consulted
in order to obtain photometric and other astrophysical
data. Table 2 lists the photometric and astrophysical
data obtained from the literature. To summarize, Table
2 also include all the astrophysical parameters computed or estimated in this work.
V mag and B-V index were collected from AAVSO
Photometric All Sky Survey (APASS) DR9 (Henden et
al. 2016). For the A component, the standard deviation
is included, but for the B component the value is only
from one measure. Therefore, in order to confirm these
measures, we collected ugriz photometry from 'The
SDSS Photometric Catalog, Release 9' (AdelmanMcCarthy+, 2012) and we computed for the secondary
the V and B magnitude using Jordi et al. (2006) trans-

Table 1
Component

Parallax
(mas)

pmRA
(mas/yr)

pmDE
(mas/yr)

A

26.6872 ± 0.3747

62.682 ± 0.814

-66.086 ± 0.682

B

27.1077 ± 0.0807

64.962 ± 0.145

-61.262 ± 0.101
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formations. Only g and r filter were used for the computation. The results, V = 15.84 and B = 17.39, are
quite in agreement with APASS values, therefore we
decided to use those ones. We didn’t use the SDSS photometric data for the primary because it is likely to be
saturated.
J, H and Ks photometry were collected from Two
Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS). In addition, other
astrophysical parameters like effective temperature,
luminosity (only for A component) and radius (only for
A component) were collected from Gaia DR2.
4.2. Determination of the Spectral Type
Firstly, we made a J-H vs H-Ks color-color diagram in order to confirm the dwarf nature of both components. As shown in Figure 2, the diagram agrees with
this assessment.
Before doing the determination of the spectral type,
we estimated the reddening and extinction for the system using the "Galactic Dust Reddening and Extinction" web site (http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/).
This web site computes the reddening in the line of

sight by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). We scaled down
this value to obtain the reddening at distance of the system using the exponential law of Anthony-Twarog &
Twarog (1994):
Where E(B-V)d is the reddening at distance,

(

− 0.008d sin b )
E ( B − V ) d = E ( B − V )  1 − e (

)

E(B-V) is the reddening in the line of sight, d is the
distance in parsec and b the galactic latitude. We estimated a reddening E(B-V)d = 0.045 and an extinction
Av = 0.140.
Reddening was used to calculate the intrinsic index
B-V, called (B-V)o, and the extinction to compute the
absolute visual magnitude using the well-known expression:
V − M v − M v = 5 log d − 5

We obtained the values shown in Table 3.

Table 2
A component

B component

Source

V

11.528 ± 0.017

15.934

APASS

B-V

1.405 ± 0.029

1.592

APASS

u

16.409 ± 0.011

19.346 ± 0.011

SDSS9

g

12.507 ± 0.001

16.701 ± 0.001

SDSS9

r

10.940 ± 0.001

15.196 ± 0.001

SDSS9

i

10.202 ± 0.001

13.637 ± 0.001

SDSS9

z

10.664 ± 0.004

12.817 ± 0.004

SDSS9

J

8.627 ± 0.020

11.352 ± 0.021

2MASS

H

7.966 ± 0.023

10.769 ± 0.022

2MASS

Ks

7.759 ± 0.021

10.504 ± 0.019

2MASS

Distance (pc)

37.47 ± 0.53

36.89 ± 0.11

This work

Mv

8.52 ± 0.04

12.96 ± 0.02

This work

‡

Teff (K)

4047 (3974...4100)

3335 (3117...4020)

Gaia DR2

Spectral type

K8V

M4V

This work

Luminosity (solL)

0.082

0.006‡‡

Gaia DR2

Radius (solRad)

0.58

0.26‡‡

Gaia DR2

Mass (solMass)

0.62

0.22

This work

‡ It's included the lower and upper uncertainty at 16th and 84th percentile
‡‡ estimated Luminosity and radius for B component from http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt
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Figure 2: JHK color-color diagram by Francisco Rica's spreadsheets

To determine the spectral type we used as input
parameters Teff, Mv, (B-V)o, J-H and H-Ks in the
Mamajek tables‡ (Version 2018.08.02) and we selected
those spectral types that produced a better fit between
the input parameters. The estimated spectral types were
K8V for the A component and M4V for the B component.
4.3. Estimation of masses and other astrophysical parameters
The luminosity and the radius of the A component
were obtained from Gaia DR2. Nevertheless, these parameters were not available for the B component, but
we could get them immediately from the Mamajek tables‡ as it is shown in Table 2.
The masses of both components were computed in
terms of solar masses using the next equation in K absolute magnitude by Delfosse et al. (2000):
 M
log 
M


−3
2
3
4
 = 10  1.8 + 6.2 M k + 13.205M k − 6.2315M k + 0.37529 M k


(

)

This equation is valid for stars with K absolute
magnitude from 4.5 to 9.5. Previously we compute the
K absolute magnitude using the relation between Mv
and V-K colour. The Mk magnitudes were 4.9 and 7.7,
respectively, and the masses obtained 0.68 M¤ and 0.21
M ¤.
‡ "A Modern Mean Dwarf Stellar Color and Effective Temperature Sequence" by Eric
Mamajek. http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt

Table 3
A component

B component

(B-V)o

1.36 ± 0.05

1.55 ± 0.05

Mv

8.51 ± 0.05

12.96 ± 0.05

Table 4 compares the masses just like are obtained
from Mamajek tables with the values obtained previously.
4.4. Relative Astrometry and relative proper motion
Fourteen astrometric positions (RA and DE J2000)
for each component were obtained from different catalogs or surveys by querying Aladin Sky Atlas and Vizier. These equatorial coordinates were transformed
into polar coordinates in order to get the relative astrometry, rho and theta. The results are shown in Table
5.
Using the relative astrometry which covers a 65year period, the relative proper motion of the secondary
with respect to the primary was obtained. This parameter gives us an estimate of the relative orbital velocity
of the system assuming both stellar components be
bound. The relative astrometry X (= ρ*sinθ) and Y
(= ρ*cosθ) was plotted vs Epoch in two separated diagrams (Figures 3 and 4). Data of these diagrams are
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Table 4.

Table 5

Mass (solMass)

A component
B component

Delfosse et al.
(2000)

Mamajek tables

0.68

0.59

0.21

0.22

shown in Table 6.
The slopes of each regression line fit are the relative proper motion in RA and DE expressed in mas/
year. The vectorial sum produces the total relative proper motion. The results are reported in Table 7.
The total relative proper motion also can be obtained as the difference between the individual proper
motions of each component, listed in GAIA DR2, and
subsequent vectoral sum. Using this procedure with
data of Table 1:
total =

Source

Epoch

Theta

Rho

USNO-A2.0

1950.936

244.42

183.41

POSS-I

1950.937

244.34

182.93

GSC 2.2

1982.959

244.51

182.64

POSS-II Red

1989.845

244.37

183.11

POSS-II Red

1989.973

244.35

183.42

POSS-II Blue

1990.063

244.42

183.49

POSS-II Blue

1991.792

244.51

183.09

POSS-II N

1995.718

244.40

182.88

POSS-II N

1995.726

244.36

183.02

2MASS

1997.763

244.45

182.94

CMC15

2001.120

244.46

183.03

WISE

2010.559

244.47

183.05

URAT1

2013.736

244.44

183.08

GAIA-DR2

2015.5

244.46

183.02

Table 6

( pmRA( B) = pmRA( A) )2 + ( pmDE ( B) − pmDE ( A) )2

We obtained the total relative proper motion
Δμtotal= (5.34 ± 0.71) mas·yr-1. As can be seen there is a
good agreement between the two methods. The small
value of the relative proper motion supports the idea of
a co-moving pair.
4.5. Projected separation
For these wide binaries, the separation between
components usually can't be computed because the Z
component of the secondary respect to the primary is
unknown. Instead, the projected separation along the
celestial plane is computed by the next equation:
s =   d (AU)

where ρ is the angular separation in arc seconds and d is

Figure 3. Relative proper motion in RA from the X versus epoch
diagram

Epoch
1950.936

X
-165.43

Y
-79.19

1950.937

-164.89

-79.21

1982.959

-164.86

-78.60

1989.845

-165.09

-79.21

1989.973

-165.34

-79.40

1990.063

-165.50

-79.23

1991.792

-165.27

-78.79

1995.718

-164.93

-79.01

1995.726

-164.99

-79.21

1997.763

-165.05

-78.90

2001.120

-165.15

-78.91

2010.559

-165.18

-78.89

2013.736

-165.16

-78.99

2015.5

-165.14

-78.91

Figure 4. Relative proper motion in DE from the Y versus epoch
diagram
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Table 8

Table 7
Δm(α)
(mas·yr-1)

Δm(δ)
(mas·yr-1)

Δmtotal
(mas·yr-1)

3.72 ± 1.04

-5.10 ± 1.13

6.31 ± 1.54

the distance in parsecs. The value obtained for this system was (6790 ± 102) AU.
4.6. Metallicity
We use two polynomial relations described by Bonfils et al (2005) for low mass stars in order to estimate
the metallicities of both components. The first associates the K absolute magnitude, the V-Ks color and the
metallicity:

 Fe/H  = 0.196 − 1.527 M K + 0.091M K 2 + 1.886 (V − K ) − 0.142 (V − K ) 2
valid for M K   4,7.5 , (V − K )   2.5,6 , and  Fe/H    −1.5, +0.2
The second relates the absolute visual magnitude,
the mass of the star in solar mass units and the metallicity:
M V = 15.884 − 16.534M + 0.091M 2 − 7.411M 2 + 1.153 Fe/H 
valid for M   0.2,0.8 and  Fe/H    −1.5, +0.2

The results obtained are shown in Table 8
The metallicities agree for both components using
the first polynomial relation, but don´t agree using the
second.

5. Study of the Nature of the System
In order to evaluate the optical or physical nature of
the system, we first evaluated the Halbwachs' criterion
(Halbwachs 1986) and then the criterion that compares
the relative velocity with the escape velocity as was
proposed by Rica (2011).
The Halbwachs' criterion studies the kinematics of
the components of a double star. Halbwachs set as necessary, but not absolute conditions for a physical binary
that the stars have common proper motion (CPM). The
critical condition for a common proper motion system
(95 % similarity level) is:

( 1 − 2 )2  −2 (12 +  22 ) ln 0.05
where μ1 and μ2 are the proper motions of each component and σ1 and σ2 their standard deviations. The system
studied in this work fits the Halbwachs' criterion, therefore is a CPM pair.
For the common proper motion systems we can
define the T parameter as the ρ/μ ratio, which is the
time used by the system to travel with its motion μ its

[Fe/H]

1st polynomial
relation
2nd polynomial
relation

A component

B component

-0.2

-0.2

-0.2

0.0

angular separation ρ. Rica (2004) used this parameter to
do an assessment of the probability that a system is a
physical binary. Our system has T = 2050, so using this
criterion we estimate a 60 % of probability that it is a
physical binary.
The relative velocity of the secondary with respect
to the primary (or tangential velocity in
km·s-1) can be computed from the relative proper motion. The escape velocity is the velocity of the secondary needed to escape from the gravity of the companion
star and can be computed by the equation
vesc =

2G ( M A + M B )
s

obtained from the conservation of energy equation
(Rica 2011).
In a physical binary the relative velocity must be
lower than the escape velocity. For this system the relative velocity is (1.11 ± 0.19) km·s-1 and the escape velocity (0.48 ± 0.02) km·s-1. We designed a Monte Carlo simulation using the dynamical parameters and their
errors to determine the probability of vtan < vesc. The
result was 0%. Even if the primary star has a twin companion (increasing vesc) this probability will be still 0%.
Therefore, this system can't be considered a bound
physical binary, but the small difference between both
values doesn’t reject a possible co-moving system. In
Table 9 we list the dynamical parameters for this system.
We calculated a galactocentric velocity (U, V, W)
of (-28, -15, -11) km·s-1. According to the plot of Eggen
(1969), we conclude that the stars belong to the young
disk, as shown in Figure 5. The Grenon parameter
(Grenon 1987), fG = 0.15, corresponds to a thin disk of
young-medium age (3-4 Gyr).
The star components are in the same region of the
sky as the Hyades open cluster. To determine if they
belong to this open cluster we used the web site
BANYAN Σ: Bayesian Analysis for Nearby Young
AssociatioN:(http://www.exoplanetes.umontreal.ca/
banyan/banyansigma.php). The result was that the star
components are field stars with no possibility of be-
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Table 9
Mean Epoch
θ (deg)
ρ (arcsec)

1983.218
244.47 ± 0.01
182.908 ±
0.033

x (AU). [E-W]

-6107 ± 61

y (AU). [N-S]

-2917 ± 29

dρ/dt (mas·yr-1)

5.65 ± 1.09

dθ/dt (deg·yr-1)

-0.0009 ±
0.0003

dx/dt (mas·yr-1) [E-W]

-3.72 ± 1.04

dy/dt (deg·yr-1) [N-S]

-5.10 ± 1.13

Vx (km·s-1) [E-W]

-0.65 ± 0.18

Vy (km·s-1) [N-S]

-0.90 ± 0.20

Vz (km·s-1)

---

Vtot (km·s-1)

1.11 ± 0.19

Vesc max (km·s-1)

0.48 ± 0.02

Mass A (solMass)

0.68 ± 0.07

Mass B (solMass)

0.21 ± 0.02

Distance (pc)
Expected max Vz (km·s-1)

Figure 5. Eggen diagram with galactocentric velocities. The
Red circle is the position for this pair.

37.0 ± 0.4
0.5

longing to young stellar associations.
Weinberg et al. (1987) studied the probability of
survival for very wide systems (see Figure 6). In this
plot the author assumes, for the binaries, a total mass of
1 solar mass. The system we are studying has a gravitationally energy of -2.93·1041 ergs, very similar to that
of binaries plotted as the curve ao = 0.065 pc. Binaries
similar to the one studied in this work have a survival
probability of about 50% at 3-4 Gyr of age.
Our dynamical study allow us conclude that this
system is not gravitationally bound but they are probably in the process of dissolution.

6. Conclusions
We have presented the discovery of a new wide
binary of common proper motion with both components
at the same distance and a projected separation about
6700 UA (~0.033 pc). According to our dynamical
study this system can't be considered as a physically
bound binary, but the T parameter of the Halbwachs'
criterion indicate that the system has a high probability

Figure 6. Survival plots of Weinberg et al. (1987).

of being a co-moving pair. In our opinion, this pair may
be in the initial status of slow disconnection, according
to the findings of some researches (Oh et al. 2017). Unfortunately, the estimated values of metallicity are not
conclusive and we can't affirm that the components of
the system are coeval.
Both components are dwarf stars of the main sequence with K8V and M4V spectral types, respectively.
We have estimated the masses and other physical parameters. The kinematic obtained from Gaia DR2 and
by an historical review of 65-years period are in a good
agreement.
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This pair is proposed for its inclusion in the Washington Double Star Catalog as a new double star named
AZC189.
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